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PROBLEM: OPTIMISE DAMPING PROBLEM: OPTIMISE DAMPING IN STRUCTURAL PLATESIN STRUCTURAL PLATES��Need for novel and efficient vibration damping Need for novel and efficient vibration damping ��Application for mass sensitive structural platesApplication for mass sensitive structural plates��Incorporation of damped tapered indentations Incorporation of damped tapered indentations 
into structural platesinto structural plates��Traditional damping of structural plates is Traditional damping of structural plates is 
covering whole plate surface with covering whole plate surface with viscoelastic viscoelastic 
material, which is inefficientmaterial, which is inefficient��Instead incorporate a damped tapered profile for Instead incorporate a damped tapered profile for 
around 10% of the added massaround 10% of the added mass��Circular and rectangular geometries consideredCircular and rectangular geometries considered��Quadratically Quadratically tapered thicknesstapered thickness��Numerical and experimental measurementsNumerical and experimental measurements

��Damped indentations show double the Damped indentations show double the 
vibration reduction compared to covering all vibration reduction compared to covering all 
plate with plate with viscoelastic viscoelastic damping materialdamping material��Highly effective vibration damperHighly effective vibration damper��Low reflection coefficient from free edgesLow reflection coefficient from free edges��Low damping mass ~10% mass of Low damping mass ~10% mass of 
traditional damping methodstraditional damping methods

CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

DAMPING A TO TAPERED SURFACE IS MORE EFFICIENTDAMPING A TO TAPERED SURFACE IS MORE EFFICIENT
Plate loss factorPlate loss factor

Damping layer Damping layer 
thickness [m]thickness [m]
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Profile positionProfile position

r [m]r [m]

��Apply damping tape to a plate surface, vary the thickness of theApply damping tape to a plate surface, vary the thickness of the plate and the plate and the 
damping layer and note how the overall loss factor variesdamping layer and note how the overall loss factor varies��Quadratic powerQuadratic power--law variationlaw variation

in thickness in thickness ��As the plate thins, the overallAs the plate thins, the overall
loss factor rises significantlyloss factor rises significantly��In the thinner plate section,In the thinner plate section,
flexural wave amplitude increases,flexural wave amplitude increases,
wavenumberswavenumbers decrease, enhancing the shearing effect in the damping layerdecrease, enhancing the shearing effect in the damping layer��Kinetic energy is converted more efficiently to heatKinetic energy is converted more efficiently to heatNUMERICAL MODEL OF A CIRCULAR PLATE WITH RADIAL DAMPED INDENTATINUMERICAL MODEL OF A CIRCULAR PLATE WITH RADIAL DAMPED INDENTATION ON ��Classical equation of motion in circular coordinates, Fourier seClassical equation of motion in circular coordinates, Fourier series solutionries solution��Solution for constant thickness section, Harris [1967]Solution for constant thickness section, Harris [1967]

��Solution for variable thickness section, Conway [1958]Solution for variable thickness section, Conway [1958]��As radius decreases to zero, slope becomes infinite. No convergeAs radius decreases to zero, slope becomes infinite. No convergence, therefore a truncation radius must be included (a central hnce, therefore a truncation radius must be included (a central hole) ole) 
to avoid this singularityto avoid this singularity��Traditional finite element methods and boundary element methods Traditional finite element methods and boundary element methods unsuitable for these problems due to the rapid change in unsuitable for these problems due to the rapid change in 
wavenumberwavenumber scale, need for fast simple models provided by bending plates ascale, need for fast simple models provided by bending plates and shell theorynd shell theory��Constant thickness and damped tapered sections are joined by comConstant thickness and damped tapered sections are joined by common displacement, slope, bending moment and shear forcemon displacement, slope, bending moment and shear force��Point mobility a key indicator of vibration damping performancePoint mobility a key indicator of vibration damping performance��O’Boy O’Boy et al. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 129(6), 201et al. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 129(6), 20111
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